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Abstract—Smoke rendering is a standard technique for flow visualization. Most approaches are based on a volumetric, particle
based, or image based representation of the smoke. This paper introduces an alternative representation of smoke structures: as
semi-transparent streak surfaces. In order to make streak surface integration fast enough for interactive applications, we avoid
expensive adaptive retriangulations by coupling the opacity of the triangles to their shapes. This way, the surface shows a smoke-like
look even in rather turbulent areas. Furthermore, we show modifications of the approach to mimic smoke nozzles, wool tufts, and
time surfaces. The technique is applied to a number of test data sets.

Index Terms—Unsteady flow visualization, streak surfaces, smoke visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Flow visualization is an active field of research. A variety of tech-
niques for the interactive exploration of flow phenomena has been de-
veloped. One approach is to resemble well-accepted techniques from
experimental flow visualization. Among them, smoke visualization
plays an important role: in a real flow of gases, smoke is advected
and its temporal behavior gives information about the flow. Often, the
smoke is advected from line structures (e.g., from a burning stick),
or it is inserted from certain points (smoke nozzles). Another com-
mon technique in experimental flow visualization are wool tufts where
small yarns are attached to a body and observed during the flow exper-
iment.

To use smoke in (computer aided) flow visualization, it is repre-
sented either in a volumetric, a particle based, or an image based way.
All these approaches have proven to be useful. In a volumetric ap-
proach, the smoke is represented as a density scalar field, making a
high resolution or an adaptive grid necessary to capture certain details.
Particle based approaches usually need a high number of particles to
represent smoke.

In this paper we propose an alternative representation of smoke: a
semi-transparent streak surface. This approach is inspired by artis-
tic smoke photographs as shown in figure 1. In this image, smoke
was advected from a stick, i.e., a line-like seeding structure. Together
with appropriate lighting conditions, expressive and aesthetic pho-
tographs of real-world smoke were obtained. In figure 1 the smoke
clearly forms a semi-transparent surface structure which can be in-
terpreted as a streak surface. Hence, figure 1 makes us believe that
semi-transparent streak surfaces can give expressive visual represen-
tations of a flow if we follow the smoke metaphor, i.e., if the surface
is rendered to look like smoke.

Stream surface integration is a standard approach in flow visualiza-
tion. However, the integration of streak surfaces in time-dependent
flows is fundamentally different, because it requires an adaptive
remeshing of the complete surface at every time step. Up to now, this
prevented streak surfaces from being used in interactive applications.

The main idea of this paper is to use streak surfaces without any
adaptive remeshing, i.e., the triangular mesh representing the streak
surface has a fixed topology and connectivity. This will lead to large
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Figure 1. Artistic photographs of real smoke. From [3].

and non-regular triangles e.g. due to diverging flow, but these areas
become less visible because of the optical model for smoke that we
apply for the rendering. This way, we combine two advantages: the
surface looks like a smoke structure, and no time is spent for surface
remeshing.

The smoke surface technique obtained this way can be enhanced in
several ways. By coloring the mesh vertices, we can visualize time
lines and streak lines within the streak surface. The seeding can also
be done starting from all vertices of a surface at the same time, leading
to semi-transparent time surfaces. Smoke nozzles can be simulated by
setting certain parts of the streak surface invisible. Finally, wool tufts
can be mimicked by seeding short and narrow streak surfaces close to
the obstacles in the flow.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews
related work. Section 3 describes our approach in detail. Section 4
describes modifications and enhancements. Section 5 applies the ap-
proach to a number of test data sets. Section 6 evaluates our approach
while conclusions are drawn in section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Smoke is a well-researched subject in both computer graphics and vi-
sualization. While several offline techniques for the realistic render-
ing of smoke exist [16, 15], we restrict the overview here to realtime
smoke rendering methods.

Probably the most often used approaches for realtime smoke ren-
dering are based on particles. Here, a (usually large) set of particles
is seeded into a flow and advected over time. Surface-particles [34]
are represented as points with normals and can be rendered efficiently
to visualize flow. Another early method to render particle-based volu-



metric data is texture splatting [7]. In recent years, point sprites [18]
and semi-transparent textured billboards with opacity values propor-
tional to the density value of the particles [12] have become a popular
method for particle rendering. In order to reduce artifacts for highly
stretched flows, blob particles [27, 1] can be used. They are basically
ellipsoid particles that can be stretched and split during animation. By
considering the spherical geometry of the particles during fragment
processing, spherical billboards [31] eliminate clipping and popping
artifacts which occur when the particles flow around other objects in
the scene. By using a variant of the depth difference technique, non-
photorealistic cartoon rendering of smoke particles is possible [24].

With the increasing power of graphics hardware, realtime volumet-
ric rendering methods of gaseous phenomena are becoming more and
more popular. Animated clouds can be rendered realistically using a
slice-based volumetric rendering scheme [23]. By shifting complex
computations to the GPU, realtime performance is obtained. By uti-
lizing the latest features of current graphics hardware (rendering to 3D
textures, geometry shader, stream out), real-time volumetric smoke,
fire and water with fluid dynamics have recently been made possible
[28, 6]. Here, the actual rendering is performed via ray casting on the
GPU. Using compensated ray marching [39], it is possible to incorpo-
rate dynamic environment lighting into interactive smoke rendering.

In computer graphics, meshes have been used in the context of
cloud rendering [9, 30, 2].

In flow visualization, a number of approaches has been developed
to create smoke-like images. Flow volumes [20] were introduced
as the volumetric counterpart to stream lines. Using volumetric
meshes composed of transparently rendered tetrahedra, the technique
allows for interactive exploration of vector fields. Particle based
methods [17, 4] use a large number of particles to get a smoke
impression. Image based smoke visualizations are mentioned in [35].
As an alternative to smoke, dye has been proposed to visualize vec-
tor fields [37]. Virtual tufts for flow visualization are described in [25].

Stream surfaces vs. streak surfaces
Stream surfaces have been extensively used in flow visualization
[13, 22, 33, 10, 21]. Starting from a polygonal seeding structure, the
surface front line is integrated and adaptively modified. This modi-
fication is necessary for two reasons: firstly, converging or diverging
properties of the flow may lead to a front line with a too high or too
low density of the sample points. In this case, vertices are collapsed,
or new vertices are introduced. Secondly, the surface may split into
different parts, for example when it flows around different sides of an
obstacle. In this case the front has to be split into two parts which are
further traced independently. For time-dependent flows, the integra-
tion of stream and path surfaces works similar to the steady case.

Streak surfaces in time-dependent flows are obtained by repeatedly
setting out, tracing, and connecting particles from a seeding curve.
There is a fundamental difference to stream surfaces: for streak sur-
faces, all locations of the surface are updated at every time step – and
not only a front line. Therefore, the complete surface has to be checked
for vertex collapse/split and for surface cut after every advection step.
Up to now, this prevented streak surfaces from being used in inter-
active applications. In fact, we are not aware of any approaches to
interactively visualize streak surfaces in unsteady flows.

3 APPROACH

The main idea of our approach is to represent smoke as a triangular
mesh of a fixed topology and connectivity. We use an (m+1)×(n+1)
vertex array (xi, j i = 0, ...,m; j = 0, ...,n) defining a closed surface
of cylinder topology, i.e., we assume x0, j = xm, j for j = 0, ..,n. We
call the polygon (xi,0, ..,xi,n) the i-th column, while the polygon
(x0, j, ..,xm, j) is the j-th row. As seeding structure we use a polygon
(s0, ...,sn).

For initialization, all vertices are set to the seeding structure, i.e.,
xi, j = s j. Starting at t0, columns of the array are successively released
into the flow. The integration of the i-th column starts at time t0 + i ·∆ t
for i = 0, ...,m−1. Note that once a column is released into the flow,
it has to be advected in every time step – this is in contrast to stream

Figure 2. Streak surface at time t0 + i ·∆t.

Figure 3. Configurations for computing (a) αdensity and (b) αshape.

surfaces, where only the currently last column is integrated. After m
time steps, all columns have been consumed at the seeding curve and
the complete surface is unfolded into the flow. The seeding continues
with the first column, i.e., the vertices of the currently “oldest” column
(longest time in the flow) are reset to the seeding structure. This way, a
continuous seeding of the streak surface over an unlimited time is pos-
sible. Re-allocation is not necessary during the integration: vertices
at the end of the streak surface are re-used at the start of it. Figure 2
gives an illustration of the streak surface at time t0 + i ·∆t.

Note that our system allows to change the location of the seeding
polygon interactively. Certain optional parts of the opacity compu-
tation (explained in the following section) may make it desirable to
choose the step width ∆ t such that the triangles are approximately
equilateral shortly after their advection started.

Representing a streak surface with a fixed resolution and connectiv-
ity seems to be unsuitable since adaptive schemes have already proven
their usefulness for much simpler flow features such as stream sur-
faces. The fixed resolution will lead to situations where e.g. triangles
become rather large due to diverging flow behavior. However, the main
goal of this paper is not to extract perfect streak surfaces, but to render
smoke based on such surfaces. As we will see in the following sec-
tion, the optical model for smoke already gives that smoke becomes
less visible in areas with diverging behavior. In other words, larger
triangles are less visible due to the smoke metaphor and therefore the
advantages of the fixed resolution (mainly interactivity and ease of
implementation) outweigh its shortcomings in our case of smoke ren-
dering.

3.1 Opacity Computation
3.1.1 Optical Model of Smoke
To represent the density of smoke, we assume a triangle x0,x1,x2 to
have a certain small height h, i.e., we consider it to be a rather flat
prism evenly filled with smoke. Figure 3a illustrates the configuration.
We assume the viewing ray p(t) = e + tr with ‖r‖ = 1 entering the
prism in the point p0 = e + t0r and leaving in p1 = e + t1r. Then the
α value describing the absorption is [19]

α = 1− e−
∫ t1

t0
τ(t)dt (1)

where τ(t) = τ(p(t)) is the extinction coefficient at the location p(t)
describing the rate that light is occluded. Since we assume τ to be



constant inside the prism, (1) simplifies to

α = 1− e−(t1−t0)τ . (2)

Let γ be the angle between r and the normal n of the triangle. Then
(t1− t0) = h

cosγ
under the assumption that the viewing ray intersects

only the spanning triangles of the prism. This gives

α(h) = 1− e−
h τ

cosγ . (3)

Since h is assumed to be rather small, α(h) can be linearized by a
Taylor expansion to

α(h) = α(0)+h
dα

dh
(0) =

h τ

cosγ
. (4)

Assuming a particle model for the smoke (i.e., the smoke consists of
a number of small absorbing particles, τ linearly depends on the par-
ticle density inside the prism: τ = c np

area(x0,x1,x2)
where c is a certain

constant and np is the number of particles within the prism. This yields

αdensity =
k

area(x0,x1,x2) cosγ
(5)

which describes the α value representing the smoke density inside the
prism. The constant k = hcnp steers the initial density at seeding time.
Note that due to the linearization, αdensity can be outside the interval
[0,1]; in this case, it has to be clamped to [0,1].

The physically motivated αdensity has been used for all smoke visu-
alizations throughout this paper and it steers the main visual appear-
ance of all these images. However, in a few situations αdensity does not
suffice to compensate for the fixed resolution and connectivity of our
mesh. Usually these are small areas where the surface flows around
some obstacle or becomes too distorted. The perfect solution in these
cases would be to increase the resolution, but this also implies to re-
duce the speed and responsiveness of the application. If interactive
frame rates are desired, we have to trade accuracy for speed eventually.
In the following section we have identified some situations leading to
visual clutter due to a locally too coarse mesh resolution and propose
solutions.

3.1.2 Optional Opacity Parameters
In order to detect cuts or other areas where the triangulation does not
describe the smoke surface well,1 we consider a measure of the local
quality of the mesh triangles. Note that the area of a triangle does not
suffice to detect surface cuts. Figure 4a shows an example. There,
we have a simple linear vector field containing a saddle point toward
which a triangle is integrated while a separation takes place: one vertex
moves to the left-hand side, while two go to the right-hand side. This is
a typical configuration for a cut surface ending in a long thin triangle
which should be set invisible. Note that the area of the triangle is
almost constant during the integration (see the dotted line in figure
4b).

A well-accepted measure of the shape quality of a triangle x0,x1,x2
is the ratio of the shortest edge length to the radius r of the circumcircle
[26]. The solid line in figure 4b shows the behavior of this measure
in the configuration of figure 4a. Since r = d0d1d2

2 area(x0,x1,x2)
with d0 =

‖x2− x1‖, d1 = ‖x0− x2‖, d2 = ‖x1− x0‖, we use this to define the
shape quality parameter as

αshape =
(

4 area(x0,x1,x2)√
3 max{d0 d1 , d1 d2 , d2d0}

)s
. (6)

Note that αshape = 1 for an equilateral triangle, and that αshape gets
smaller the ”less equilateral” the triangle is. The positive constant s
steers how strong the influence of αshape is relative to αdensity: the

1Such unsuitable triangles are also the ones connecting the last column of
the streak surface with the (freshly reset) first column.

(a) Integrated triangle. Shown are
three instances.
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Figure 4. Distortion of a equilateral triangle integrated towards the sad-
dle point in the linear vector field v = (x,−y)T .

smaller s is, the less influential is αshape. Throughout this paper, s was
chosen between 0.5 and 1.

In regions of high Mean curvature of the streak surface, the non-
adaptive mesh may not be an appropriate representation. In order to
make the surface less visible in this case, we introduce αcurvature re-
flecting the curvature. For a vertex x0, we compute this as

αcurvature = 1−b ·max{|n0 ei| : i = 1..valence(x0)} (7)

where n0 is the estimated surface normal at x0 , i iterates over all
vertices xi in the 1-ring of x0, and ei = xi−x0

‖xi−x0‖ . If all vertices of the
1-ring of x0 are approximately in the tangent plane of x0, αcurvature
is close to 1. The positive constant b determines how strong a large
surface curvature influences αcurvature. Throughout the paper we have
chosen b = 2 and clamp αcurvature to the interval [0,1].

Smoke tends to disperse and fade over time. To simulate this be-
havior, we introduce an additional alpha value α f ade. Given the age t
of a vertex, which is the time passed after the vertex was seeded, and
a maximum age tmax, which is the age when a vertex should become
invisible, we can compute α f ade as

α f ade = 1− t
tmax

. (8)

We choose tmax as the maximum integration time of a vertex before it
is seeded again, i.e., tmax = m∆t.

The final α value including all opacity parameters is computed such
that it is not larger than its smallest component:

α = αdensity αshape αcurvature α f ade. (9)

In practice, we define α per-vertex such that we get a piecewise lin-
ear interpolation across the surface. To achieve this, we set αdensity
and αshape of a vertex to the minimum value of its adjacent triangles;
αcurvature and α f ade are already defined per-vertex. αdensity, αshape,
αcurvature and α f ade have to be clamped to the interval [0,1] before
applying (9).

The final α is steered by three degrees of freedom: k for the initial
smoke density, s for the influence of the shape parameter, and b for the
influence of the curvature.

Remark: Formulae (5) and (6) seem to suggest to compute
αdensity αshape directly and not separately because area(x0,x1,x2) can-
cels out. This fails because αdensity and αshape have to be clamped
separately. Only clamping (αdensity αshape) for a triangle with small γ

(i.e., close to a silhouette) can make it visible even though it has a bad
shape quality.

3.2 Implementation
In our OpenGL implementation, we used depth peeling [8] in order
to avoid depth-sorting of triangles, which would be computationally
expensive and can produce artifacts at overlapping triangles. Depth



(a) Coloring fixed rows in the array
reveals streak lines.

(b) Coloring fixed columns in the array
reveals time lines.

Figure 5. Smoke surface in a simple vector field which is constantly
seeded at the left seeding line. Streak and time lines can easily be
shown on the smoke surface using a simple preprocessing step and at
no cost for the rendering performance.

peeling basically works by rendering fragments into different layers
which are superimposed afterwards to get the final image. We used
four layers in our implementation, which seems to be sufficient for
smoke rendering. A big advantage of this method is the fact that we
can render the surface as a single triangle strip without changing con-
nectivity.

4 ENHANCEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS

Our approach to rendering smoke surfaces updates the set of vertices
by means of advection and computes the alpha values in each frame.
Other parts like the connectivity of the surface or rgb-color values re-
main constant. In this section we propose a number of simple mod-
ifications to these constant parts that allow us to achieve a variety of
different visualization styles. In particular, we are able to depict streak
and time lines, reproduce the visual appearance of smoke nozzles, in-
tegrate time surfaces, and mimic an important real-world visualiza-
tion technique called wool tufts. All these modifications are done in a
rather simple preprocessing step. Therefore, they do not influence the
rendering performance of our technique.

4.1 Streak and Time Lines

A streak line is the connection of all particles set out at different times
but the same point location. In an experiment, one can observe these
structures by constantly releasing dye into the flow from a fixed po-
sition. The resulting streak line consists of all particles which have
been at this fixed position sometime in the past. Such lines can also
be found on our smoke surface under the assumption that the seeding
curve remains constant. In this case, the vertices representing a streak
line are found in a fixed row of the vertex array: these vertices have
been seeded at the same position in space but at different times. Hence,
we can depict a streak line by assigning a different color to a row of
the array. Figure 5a illustrates this.

A time line is the connection of all particles set out at the same time
but different locations, i.e., a line which gets advected by the flow. An
analogon in the real world is a yarn or wire thrown into a river, which
gets transported and deformed by the flow. However, in contrast to the
yarn, a time line can get shorter and longer. In our implementation,
the vertices representing a time line are found in a fixed column of the
vertex array: these vertices have been seeded at the same time along
the seeding curve. Hence, we can depict a time line by assigning a
different color to a column of the array. Figure 5b illustrates this.

4.2 Time Surfaces

Up to now, we seeded particles continuously at a curve – thereby cre-
ating a streak surface. We may as well spread out the complete surface
in the volume and start the integration of all vertices at once. The
surface gets advected and distorted by the flow. In fact, this is a time
surface, since all vertices have been seeded at the same time but at dif-
ferent locations. One may think of this as a carpet thrown into a river
and transported by the flow.

T = t0

T = t43

T = t277

p0 p1

p2p3

Figure 6. Time surface spanned by the points p0, . . . ,p3 and transported
by the flow behind a circular cylinder. A uniform grid becomes visible by
coloring some columns and rows of the internal array differently. After
some integration steps, this elucidates the distortion introduced by the
flow.

A problem with this approach is that the surface may rather quickly
leave the domain or the visualized smoke simply dissolves after some
time. Hence, we have to come up with a scheme for re-injecting
smoke. In our implementation, we allow the user to have a small num-
ber of time surfaces that can be started and reset interactively.

Time surfaces can aid in understanding the distortion introduced by
the flow field. To do so, we color a number of columns and rows in our
array such that a uniform grid appears on the surface.2 Figure 6 shows
this for the flow behind a circular cylinder (explained in section 5.1).
After some integration steps, the grid lines clearly allow to distinguish
between regions of e.g. rotational and laminar behavior. Furthermore,
the direction of rotation becomes visible.

4.3 Smoke Nozzles
In flow experiments it is common to inject smoke not from a line but
from nozzles aligned in a line. Figures 7a-b show this. We can easily
achieve this effect by setting the alpha value of every other row of the
array to constant zero. This has been done in figure 7c to visualize the
flow around an airfoil (described in section 5.3).

However, this means that vertices are advected that will never be
seen in the visualization. To avoid this, we may as well break the con-
nectivity between adjacent rows, i.e., we do not triangulate between
two rows. In fact, this splits our seeding curve into different parts
which may now be placed arbitrarily in the domain.

4.4 Wool Tufts
In many applications it is of great interest to analyze the flow in the
proximity of a boundary, e.g. where the flow might detach from the
body of an airfoil or car. Such a flow separation at a boundary of-
ten indicates the presence of a recirculation zone which has a negative
effect on the drag of the body. Therefore, the design goal of engi-
neers is often to reduce flow detachment. It is commonly visualized
in real-world experiments using so-called wool tufts: these are small
yarns attached to the body. The different orientations and movements
of wool tufts during the experiments allow the experienced viewer to
draw conclusions about flow separation.

We mimic wool tufts by placing a rather high number of small seed-
ing curves close to the boundary in a flow field. An example of this
can be seen in figure 10a where we did this for the flow around an
airfoil (described in section 5.3). In our implementation, this can eas-
ily be achieved by breaking the connectivity between adjacent rows as
described earlier. The result is a set of streak ribbons visualizing the

2Note, that all these grid lines are time lines and not streak lines.



(a) Flow around an automobile. From [32]. (b) Flow around a dragon fly.
From [29].

(c) Flow around an airfoil visualized using smoke injected from nozzles aligned
along the seeding line at the left.

Figure 7. Injecting smoke from nozzles is a common technique in real-
world experiments to yield clearer visualizations. The upper row shows
photographs from such setups. We can reproduce this with our sys-
tem (lower image) either by setting alpha values to constant zero or by
breaking the connectivity.

flow in the proximity of the boundary. There are two important dif-
ferences to real wool tufts. First, real wool tufts have a mass whereas
streak ribbons represent the movement of massless particles. Second,
our streak ribbons can change their length and therefore they indicate
the velocity of the flow not only in terms of direction, but also in terms
of magnitude.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Flow Behind a Circular Cylinder
Figure 6 and 8 demonstrate the results of our method applied to a
flow behind a circular cylinder. The data set was derived by Bernd
R. Noack (TU Berlin) from a direct numerical Navier Stokes simu-
lation by Gerd Mutschke (FZ Rossendorf). It resolves the so called
‘mode B’ of the 3D cylinder wake at a Reynolds number of 300 and
a spanwise wavelength of 1 diameter. The flow exhibits periodic vor-
tex shedding leading to the well known von Kármán vortex street [38].
Figure 6 shows the integration of a time surface including a number
of time lines. After some time, the smoke surface clearly shows the
distortion introduced by the vortices in the wake of the cylinder. Fig-
ure 8 shows the smoke surface advected from a seeding line closely
behind the cylinder. To enhance depth perception, the shadow of the
smoke was projected to the back wall. Since we work with a triangular
mesh, shadow computation is straightforward. Due to the periodic vor-
tex shedding the smoke forms patterns of swirling motion after some
integration steps – a clear indication of the von Kármán vortex street.

5.2 Flow Behind a Square Cylinder
In figure 9 we visualized the flow around a confined square cylinder.
This is a direct numerical Navier Stokes simulation by Simone Ca-
marri and Maria-Vittoria Salvetti (University of Pisa), Marcelo Buf-
foni (Politecnico of Torino), and Angelo Iollo (University of Bordeaux
I) [5] which is publicly available [14]. It is an incompressible solution
with a Reynolds number of 200 and the square cylinder has been po-
sitioned symmetrically between two parallel walls, where one of them
is the wall with the shadow shown in figure 9. The flow has periodic
boundary conditions in spanwise direction.

In contrast to the previous cylinder data set (section 5.1), this sim-
ulation is initiated from an impulsive start-up and the periodic vortex
shedding develops with time. This allows us not only to study this in-

(a) 75k vertices, αdensity and αshape. (b) 675k vertices, αdensity.

Figure 8. Flow behind a circular cylinder. Smoke surface with different
resolutions visualized with shadow to enhance depth perception.

teresting phenomenon, but also to evaluate how our visualization tech-
nique performs with increasing unsteadiness of the flow. In order to
show the alternating behavior of the vortex shedding, we seeded two
smoke surfaces (25000 vertices in total) such that the red one passes
above the cylinder and the blue one below.

The flow shows a rather steady behavior for the first time steps and
the smoke surface develops almost like an ordinary stream surface.
In fact, stream and streak surfaces coincide for steady flows. Once
the vortex shedding starts, the flow becomes more unsteady – parts of
the smoke are ripped off and transported downstream. Note that all
the smoke in figure 9 is internally represented by two smoke surfaces.
This example shows that our alpha computation (section 3.1) works
reliable even in such challenging situations and produces convincing
results. At the end of the transient, the flow develops a von Kármán
vortex street with a pronounced three-dimensionality nicely captured
by the smoke visualization. We conclude that the visual impression
created by smoke surfaces comes closer to real smoke with increasing
unsteadiness of a flow.

5.3 Flow Around an Airfoil
Figures 7c and 10 show the flow around a Swept-Constant-Chord-
Half-model (SCCH) of an airfoil that was simulated by Bert Günther
(Technical University Berlin) at a Reynolds number of 106 [11]. The
data set exhibits periodic boundary conditions, but note that the airfoil
has a sweep angle to the incoming flow direction of 30◦. The angle
of attack is 6◦ – thereby conforming to a landing situation. The turbu-
lence was simulated by a combined URANS and DES approach.

The wool tufts visualization of figure 10a allows to describe the un-
derlying physics of this flow. The wool tufts follow the profile on the
main element of the airfoil, which means that the flow is still attached
to the body. A strong jet of fluid is coming through the gap between
the main element and the rear flap as shown by the wool tufts seeded
under the body and reaching through the gap. The result of this jet is a
detachment of the flow. This can clearly be seen from the wool tufts on
the rear flap since they do not follow anymore the general flow direc-
tion. Instead, they are directed towards the viewer indicating a strong
cross flow section, which is caused by the sweep angle. The wool tufts
at the end of the rear flap elucidate the most prominent feature of this
flow: a strong vortex created periodically at this position.

In order to increase the lift of such an airfoil, our cooperation part-
ners from the Technical University Berlin try to avoid or minimize
both the detachment of the flow at the end of the main element and
the periodic vortex shedding at the rear flap. Our wool tufts visualiza-
tion allows to study both phenomena and has been found useful not at
least because of its interactivity. However, the wool tufts visualization
shows only the flow in the proximity of the body and does not allow
to study the complete characteristics of the flow. Therefore we seeded
smoke surfaces close to the regions of flow detachment and vortex cre-
ation (figure 10b). This allows us to study the development of these
structures away from the body.

Figures 10c-d show the same airfoil, but now a so-called active flow
control technique has been applied in order to manipulate the flow
structures and achieve a higher lift. This has been done by periodi-
cally injecting air at the top of the rear flap (close to the gap). Both
visualizations confirm that this excitation led to a better attached flow
and less stronger vortex shedding.



Figure 9. Flow behind a square cylinder. Time is increasing from top
to bottom. First the smoke is gathering in a recirculation bubble be-
hind the obstacle. After some time the shedding starts which creates
vortices with alternating rotational behavior. Later, the flow develops a
pronounced three-dimensionality which perfectly can be observed in the
smoke structures.

5.4 Ahmed Body

Figure 11 shows the turbulent flow around a bluff body – the so-called
Ahmed body. This data set has been computed by Erik Wassen (Tech-
nical University Berlin) using a Large-Eddy simulation scheme at a
Reynolds number of 500000 based on model length and incoming ve-
locity [36]. Incoming flow is assumed to come from frontal direction.
The body stands on a fixed floor with a certain distance to the ground,
i.e., a small layer of fluid is passing beneath the model.

The Ahmed body is a generic model for a vehicle, which has been
used here in a version with a slanted rear end. The inclination angle
of 25◦ causes a detachment of the flow and the resulting recirculation
zone has a rather turbulent behavior over the ramp as it can be observed
in figure 11. The wool tufts visualization in figure 11b clearly shows
that this recirculation zone affects the vertical rear end as well: the
streak ribbons point upwards from their seeding position. In contrast
to this, the very last row of ribbons at the vertical rear end points in
downstream direction. This indicates the presence of another shear

(a) Wool tufts, unexcited
case.

(b) Smoke surface, unexcited case.

(c) Wool tufts, excited case. (d) Smoke surface, excited case.

Figure 10. Unexcited and excited flow around an airfoil. The wool tufts
are mimicked using streak ribbons seeded close to the boundary of the
airfoil. For example for the unexcited case, their length and orientation
shows that the flow detaches from the airfoil and creates a large recir-
culation zone over the rear flap. Furthermore, the strong vortex created
at the bottom of the rear flap becomes obvious. The smoke surfaces
are rendered with 40k vertices. They clearly show that the excitation
strategy is successful in diminishing the vortex created at the bottom of
the rear flap.

layer created between the recirculation zone and the flow coming from
under the body.

Further important structures in this flow are the two vortices created
at the upper corners of the ramp. The smoke surface visualizations in
figure 11 reveal the cone-like shape of these vortices. It is known that
they have a strong impact on the drag of the body. Using our smoke
visualization technique we are able to infer a number of important pa-
rameters of these vortices: extent, rotation axis, as well as orientation
and speed of rotation.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Performance

Since the technique is based on the integration of triangular meshes,
we can achieve an interactive performance of the integration even in a
CPU-based implementation. In fact, we used the capabilities of graph-
ics hardware for the semi-transparent rendering of the triangles only.
Table 1 shows the results of our performance measurements for smoke
surfaces with different resolutions. Note that in our implementation
the flow data set is given on a regular grid, making the performance
depending only on the size of the streak surface and not of the data set.
In fact, all visualizations in this paper and the accompanying movies
use a streak surface of 50000 or less vertices, leading to interactive
frame rates in an CPU based implementation.

6.2 Correctness

In our approach we propose to represent smoke surfaces using meshes
with a fixed medium resolution and fixed connectivity in order to main-
tain interactive frame rates. As already argued in section 3, this is
feasible since the physically motivated opacity αdensity (5) gets lower
with increasing triangle area, i.e., larger triangles are less visible due
to the smoke metaphor anyway.

However, fixed resolution and connectivity produce artifacts e.g.
where the smoke flows around obstacles or when the surface becomes
strongly distorted. We addressed these problems by introducing αshape
and αcurvature, which are designed to lower the opacity of the surface
at places where it deviates too much from the “real” streak surface. Is



Vertices Fps Rendering Integration Alpha + normals
5000 85 1 ms 6 ms 4 ms

10000 44 1 ms 13 ms 9 ms
20000 25 4 ms 21 ms 15 ms
30000 18 4 ms 31 ms 21 ms
40000 14 4 ms 39 ms 29 ms
50000 11 6 ms 48 ms 37 ms

Table 1. Performance figures of our implementation tested on a 2.6 GHz
Opteron CPU with 2 GB RAM and a GeForce 7800 GTX. Fps stands for
frames per second, Rendering gives the rendering time of the semi-
transparent surface, Integration the time for the integration of all ver-
tices, and Alpha + normals the computation time for vertex normals and
alpha values.

the result still correct in the sense that all flow features like vortices
are shown in the visualization?

To answer this question we produced “ground truth” visualizations
using streak surfaces with excessive resolutions, rendered them using
αdensity only and compared the results with their medium-sized coun-
terparts. Figure 8 shows this for the flow behind a circular cylinder.
The resolution of the surface in figure 8b is nine times larger than in
figure 8a. As it can be seen, both versions faithfully represent the vor-
tices of this flow and show very similar smoke patterns.

Figure 11c shows such a comparison for the Ahmed data set. Al-
though the resolution of the two surfaces differs by a factor of 16, the
low-res surface nicely captures all structures of this turbulent flow. In
particular, the conical vortices coming from the corners of the ramp
have a disrupted smoke appearance on both sides, i.e., this is a pattern
of this flow and not due to the additional opacity parameters for the
low-res surface. Note that although the Ahmed body itself is symmet-
rical, the flow around it is not (mainly due to turbulence).

We conclude that our method produces physically correct render-
ings considering the given resolution when αdensity is applied only.
The optional parameters αshape and αcurvature have been carefully de-
signed to reduce visual clutter caused by locally too coarse resolutions
while keeping the overall appearance very similar.

6.3 Perception
In terms of perception, the question arises: does the visualization re-
ally look like smoke? To answer this, we did not do a formal user
study. However, informal reactions of a number of people confronted
with the visualizations (visualization experts, flow simulation experts,
and non-experts) unanimously agreed that they indeed see smoke.

Another question is whether the technique is able to detect relevant
features in the flow. Here we refer to the tested applications in section
5. Since part of the data sets were known in advance, we could confirm
that smoke surfaces indeed were able to detect relevant features.

6.4 Comparison to other smoke visualization techniques
Using particle-based methods, a large number of particles would be
necessary to get a detailed, surface-like smoke appearance as in fig-
ure 1. Being surface-based, our method is able to get this kind of
appearance directly and requires a rather low number of vertices. In
contrast to particle-based representations, self-shadowing is straight-
forward because the surface normals are available in our mesh repre-
sentation.

While volumetric methods are well-suited for the visualization of
thick and diffuse smoke, thin surface-like smoke structures would re-
quire high-resolution voxel grids, which comes at the cost of memory
usage and speed. In contrast to this, our surface-based approach can
visualize surface-like smoke using a rather low mesh resolution.

Smoke surfaces do not intend to replace particle-based or volume-
based smoke visualization techniques. However, for some situations
we see advantages of smoke surfaces, making them an alternative to
previous techniques. Smoke surfaces are simple: less geometric prim-
itives are necessary to obtain expressive visualizations than for par-
ticle based or volumetric approaches. Because of this, no special-

ized graphics hardware is required for integration to obtain interactive
frame rates. In general, smoke surfaces are the appropriate smoke rep-
resentation if the smoke has an approximate surface shape, i.e., the
seeding structure is a moving curve.

6.5 Limitations
Our method has a number of limitations. Our current implementa-
tion handles regular grids only and requests that the complete time-
dependent data set is kept in main memory. However, these are not
structural problems of smoke surfaces but general challenges for ev-
ery interactive visualization software.

If the smoke to be visualized is known to be not surface-like but
really volumetric (e.g., if the seeding structure is a volume instead of
a line structure), then smoke surfaces are not the appropriate method.
In these cases, particle based or volumetric approaches will give better
results.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have made the following contributions:

• We introduced a new representation of smoke in a flow: as semi-
transparent streak surface.

• For the first time, streak surfaces are used for an interactive vi-
sualization of time-dependent flow fields. This was possible by
avoiding an expensive adaptive remeshing of the surface.

• By coupling the opacity of the triangle to their area, shapes, and
curvatures, we obtain the impression of smoke seeded from line
structures. This allows an intuitive and interactive exploration of
the flow.

• By slightly changing the setup, we obtained a representation of
wool tufts which are well-known from experimental flow visual-
ization.

For future research, the performance can be further increased. Table
1 clearly shows that the current bottle neck is the integration and the
computation time for normals and α-values. Transforming them to the
GPU may further improve performance. Furthermore, the approach
should be extended to handle irregular grids, and an out-of-core mech-
anism should be included to handle data sets which do not fit into main
memory.
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